




Searching for El Dorado

Ever since it was discovered and settled, the history of South America has 
been determined by white people. From the outset, this history has been 
closely linked with human misjudgement. Like the rubber boom, the search 
for the legendary golden land - El Dorado was merely the precursor of 
exploitation, which has continued into the present on a massive scale. The 
erstwhile colonialists were followed by foreign industrial conglomerates now 
working hand in hand with the government.

Thus it is that the Brazilian mining company “Docegeto” finds gold during 
efforts to open up the Amazon rain forests. News of this discovery quickly 
spread as far as the Amazon. Road workers, shepherds, mestizos from the 
slums as well as bridge engineers from the neighbouring Araguaia river reach 
the excarvation site within days, laying their claims. The government sends 
out the secret service, declaring this - formerly completely insignificant part of 
the jungle, as a restricted military zone. The prospectors are allowed to stay 
on condition that they sell any gold nugget to the national bank. However, it 
pays only 70 percent of the world market price for it. In his way, the 
government earnes money without investing in industrial mining facilities. 
Alcohol, arms and women are banned from the camp immediately.

As the prospectors don't have any money, everything I s donne by hand. 
They dig out the earth under the claims, which are sometimes no larger than 
the size of a towel and shovell it into sacks. These are dragged to the surface 
from the pits, which have now reached a depth of 20 meters, in an endless 
line of sack carriers. Only the small number of stones bearing traces of gold 
are taken to the stone mills for seperation.

Despite this back-breaking work in extreme heat and high humidity, the men 
don't give up their dream of quick riches. Here in Babacu, this leads to the 
emergence of a social system typical of Brazil: alongside the officers of the 
secret service, the upper class is formed by the small number of now wealthy 
claim holders for whom everyone else works. The sack carriers are the worst 
off, receiving a daily wage of 4 Dollar. Almost every day a golddigger dies due 
to the lack of medical and sanitary facilities.

And all this for a few grams of gold, the purpose of everything going on here. 
However, the hard earned money is quickly spent. Anyone who can afford to, 
leaves the camp by air taxi for an entertainment trip. Each camp developed 
its own subculture in villages quickly built outside the restricted military zone, 
with bars  and brothels lining the roads. All that money made the people poor.

The prologue comes from an eye-witness account by Franciso Martins, the sole survivor 
of the expedition led by Ambrosius Dalfinger. The epilogue comprises speeches made by 
an Indian chieftain, who traveled the world at the turn of the century as an exhibit in the 
fairs popular at that time.






